HORSES
AT S OV E R E IG N H I L L

ABOUT OUR
WORKING HORSES
Although Sovereign Hill uses riding horses daily
around the township, heavy horses comprise most
of our working team. You can see them in teams of
two or more pulling a variety of vehicles – coaches,
lorries, water carts and the picnic drag. They are
also used to demonstrate two early forms of gold
mining technology – the puddler and the whim –
on the diggings.
Sovereign Hill has pure-bred Clydesdales,
Clydesdale-Thoroughbred crosses and a
couple of Clydesdale-Percheron cross-breeds
who work with Clydesdales pulling the vehicles
on which visitors ride. (Percherons work faster
than Clydesdales, which operate on the ‘slow and
steady’ principle. Percherons’ speed is good for
carriage work, and Clydesdales are heavy haulage
specialists. Together, they make a great team.)
Our horses are acquired at 5 or 6 years of age
(and we retire them by 15). Even then, it can
be 12 months before they are fit for task and
accustomed to working in harness amidst the
myriad distractions of the Outdoor Museum.

H O R S E S AT S O V E R E I G N H I L L
Working horses are special to visiting Sovereign
Hill. Horses were a rich element of the sounds and
smells of the Ballarat diggings and Main Road
during the fantastic days of the 1850s gold rushes.
In those times, they were the main means of
powering vehicles carrying people and goods and
for driving farming and mining machinery.

H E A LT H A N D W E L F A R E
The horses live at Sovereign Hill in a large stables
complex, with adjacent paddocks, outside the
visitor precinct. In the stables, each horse has
its own stall with water, feed troughs and a hay
net. The stalls are lined with thick rubber, which
is topped with fluffy wood shavings. This makes
make a soft, comfortable surface for their feet
and joints, whether they are standing or lying
down to sleep.
Most of the daily challenges in caring for the
horses are linked with the specific needs of heavy
horses. Our Horse Operations Manager works in
close consultation with a local equine veterinary
practice, and must focus on good shoeing
practices, balancing fitness and work load, and
the actual nature of the work.
The farrier visits weekly, with each horse shod on
a rotating basis every 4 to 5 weeks – more often
than usual because of the abrasive mix of granite
and gravel on our roads. Purchased off-site, shoes
are individually shaped, fitted and hot-shod.

Keeping the horses fit for work involves annual
dental treatment. As their teeth grow, they develop
rough spots called ‘spurs’ and ‘points’ when the
horse grinds its food. Unattended, these cause
discomfort, especially when a bit is worn.
They can also affect the horse’s capacity to eat
efficiently, thereby causing loss of condition.
Grooming is an important task and not just for
the sake of beauty. Mud, dust and grit must be
removed from their harness, their coats and,
especially with Clydesdales, their ‘feathers’ –
the long fringes of hair around their hooves.
Poorly maintained feathers allow mites to
breed, irritating the horse and leading to sores if
the area is rubbed. Grime on their coats is abrasive
when rubbed by harness, leading to soreness and
skin conditions.
Veterinary care, supplements, vitamins, and feed
(chaff) are sourced locally. Worming medication,
other medications, supplements and intra muscular
injections prescribed by the vet are administered
on-site by trained staff. A professional masseur
is available, but this is rare with the key focus on
maintaining the horses in prime condition

WORKING R OUTINES
With variations for age and fitness levels, the
horses work a five-hour day (including a onehour lunch break), for a maximum of five days
per week. A horse’s general fitness, strength,
stamina and its work load must be carefully
monitored. A fine balance is maintained
between work output and their feeding regime.
The stable complex includes scales, with
individual horses being weighed monthly
(and diets checked) to ensure healthy weight.
Our horses weigh between 650 and 750 kg
and stand between 16 and 19 hands high.
When driven as a team, each horse has to
work with the others so that no horse is
working harder than another. As far as possible,
they work in harness with a ‘buddy’, whose size
and temperament make for a good partner.
An individual horse’s personality and
preferences are taken into account, because
happy horses are happy workers.

The horses are trained to respond to
voice commands, but a new horse being
introduced to a team sometimes needs more
encouragement. This is why you may see
some of our drivers carrying a driving cane.
Touching a horse lightly on the rump with the
end of the cane reminds a new or lazy horse to
pull its share of weight. A correctly used cane
is simply an extension of the driver’s hand and
the kindest form of encouragement.

HARNESS AND VEHICLES
Horses come in all shapes and sizes, and
poorly-fitted gear may cause discomfort.
Our talented saddlers ensure that all our horses
have their own set of harness custom-made to
fit them. The harness is made on-site and handstitched with great care and effort.

Sovereign Hill also has its own skilled
wheelwrights and coachbuilders who are
responsible for building and maintaining the
horse-drawn vehicles which carry visitors.
They also check vehicles and harness daily
before use.

HARNESSING
D E M O N S T R AT I O N
Visitors interested in learning more about our
horses can visit the R. Gibbings Livery & Bait
Stables. During our daily demonstrations, they
can watch a team of horses being harnessed
for work and hitched to the vehicle while a staff
member answers questions and talks about the
role of horses in goldrush Ballarat.

PATTING
Approach horses from the front or side – never
from behind. Say something in a normal voice
to the horse, and offer your hand for the
horse to smell. It is best to stand at the horse’s
shoulder, where the horse can see you.

BEHAVIOUR AROUND HORSES

HORSE SAFET Y
GUIDELINES
Our horses are specially chosen for their
temperament and their suitability for working
with and around people. They are well-trained
for their roles and are generally very patient.
However, visitors and staff need to be careful
around the horses. It is important to avoid
behaviour which may surprise, frighten or
annoy them. Don’t try to feed the horses; they
are well fed by staff in our Horse Department.

Don’t make sudden movements around horses
– no waving, running or throwing objects at or
around them. Speak quietly and avoid making
loud or unusual noises.
When a horse is wearing ‘winkers’ (leather
shields next to its eyes to prevent distractions
while working in a team), always let the horse
know you are there. For example, say ‘Hello’ to
the horse before you touch it.
Ensure children are supervised around horses
and make sure that they keep a safe distance
from any horse.

WHAT TO DO IF
THE HORSE IS STARTLED
Watch a horse’s body language for added
safety. A startled horse may freeze and look
in the direction of something that surprises it,
with its head up and ears perked. If the horse
tries to bolt (run, sidestep, spin or jump) stay
back. Do not try to catch the horse. It will
normally run back to its stables.

F OR F U RT H E R I N F OR M AT I O N C O N TA C T:
Sovereign Hill, Bradshaw Street Ballarat 3350
PHONE: 03 5337 1199
EMAIL: enquiries@sovereignhill.com.au
sovereignhill.com.au

